A pioneer of German broadcasting describes the first steps of international program exchange and the German short-wave service, with some statistics.
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JAMES RIVINGTON, "SPY"
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Proud and powdered Tory was all along a spy. Yet appealing and picturesque as that explanation is, it is unsound. The more likely, and more pedestrian, explanation lies in the traditional colonial respect for (and fear of) the press freedom doctrine. There is no documentation and little probability of Rivington’s spying activities. Nor is there any likelihood that Washington would grant preferred treatment to a man whose information was of small value and whose work was so destructive it continued to plague the general 14 years after the war.

Rivington published his last newspaper on December 31, 1783. But the old editor lived on for another 19 years, without money and without honor. He died on Independence Day, 1802. His obituaries in the New York Herald, July 7, and in many of the other newspapers are brief; some suggest, as does the Connecticut Journal, that he was a "truly respectable inhabitant" of New York.49 All refer to his earlier capacity as "Printer to the King." None mentions that he had ever been a spy.

AGERPRES
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and maintains a full-time correspondent in Moscow." Or the same report on the adequacy of its foreign coverage: "Since 1950 TASS has been almost the sole source from which Agerpres receives foreign information."2

In terms of technical facilities, the number and quality of its foreign correspondents, and its access to many and varied news sources, Agerpres is on a par with the Western national news agencies. There are no indications of censorship of incoming dispatches from AP, Reuters, Agence France-Presse or the other agencies. The material is received as transmitted from the point of origin. Nor are there any indications of a Ministry of Information scrutinizing copy before it is placed on the outgoing teleprinter or hellenschreiber.

The Agerpres controls are those governing the actions of any branch of a monolithic structure. One may just as readily ask: Does the leg control the action of an arm? Agerpres is an integral part of the body politic and as such is an instrument of national policy.


5 Ibid., p. 118.